ZedAI telcon 20100517

From zedwiki

Note: this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=05&day=17&year=2010&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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Present

Markus (scribe)

Regrets

IRC Channel

IRC Address: irc.a11y.org (irc://irc.a11y.org)

Channel: #zedai
Previous Telcon

ZedAI_telcon_20100510

Action Items

New

Brought Along

- Markus - ask ViewPlus about the SVG namespace -inject issue [ONGOING @markus]
- Markus: on meta+properties for braille/formatting annotations: summarize to list
- ChristianE, remind ChristianW to send suggestion about MathML vs num distinction. (See Issue 133 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=133))

Agenda/Minutes

Action Item review/update

See #Brought_Along above.

Work items from now til 21st of May

Release-related stuff done during last week

- User portal page up: ZedAI_UserPortal
- User FAQ: ZedAI_FAQ
- Forum up: http://www.daisy.org/forums/zedai
- Editor setup (linked from FAQ): ZedAI_XML_Editors
  - @Christian do Emacs
  - @Markus do Oxygen
  - @Boris do XMLMind
- profile resource directories now include document templates and version history doc
- t-shirts and baseball caps delivery has been delayed, hopefully arrives early next week

Schema Review

Wiki page for notes/comments at ZedAI_ContentModel_Issues

Bigger issues that we dont fix before release will be escalated to tracker.
Comments on the commit made?

**Spec Review**

**Primer Review**

Wiki page for notes/comments at ZedAI_Primer_Notes

@James; put some time into editing.

@Matt, @Markus read the spec and populate wiki page with comments until: wednesday noon US time.

**Next call**

Henceforth, not every week but on announcement.
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